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In [4] and [5] M. Hochster introduced the notion of amiability for a system of 
parameters in a local noetherian ring (see also the definition n 3). The existence 
of amiable systems of parameters i  the key step for Hochster’s construction of 
big Cohen-Macaulay modules for rings with prime characteristic. M. Hochster 
showed that here are amiable systems of parameters ifthe local ring is a module- 
finite local extension domain of an integrally closed Cohen-Macaulay local 
domain R,, whose fraction field is separable over the fraction field of R,, .In 
Theorem 2 we obtain the existence ofamiable systems of parameters for local 
rings which admit a dualizing complex. In Proposition 5 we give examples of 
local rings which have no amiable system of parameters. 
In 1 we begin with the definition of a dualizing complex and refer to Theorem 1 
from [7] which is essential in the proof of our Theorem 2. In 2 we show some 
properties ofdualizing complexes. We obtain in Theorem 1 that he associated 
primes of a local ring A with dualizing complex are determined by the annihi- 
lators ai = Ann Hmi(A), where Hmi(A) denotes the i-th local cohomology 
module of A with support in {m}. After some further results onthe annihilators 
a, we give in Theorem 3 an interpretation of V(a, .** a,-,) if A has a dualizing 
complex and dim A = n. 
1. DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let A be a commutative noetherian local ring with dim A = n, m its unique 
maximal ideal, and K = A/m its residue field. 
DEFINITION. A dualizing complex over A is a complex D. of A-modules uch 
that for each integer i: 
(1) Dig 0 PespecA,dimA/p=i E(A/p), where E(A/p) is the injective hull 
of Alp; and’ 
(2) the homology Hi(D.) is a finitely generated A-module. 
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The theory of dualizing complexes i developed in [3] (see also [9] for amore 
elementary treatment). We note that a dualizing complex is bounded with 
Di = 0 for i< 0 and i > dim A. If A is the quotient ofa Gorenstein ring (in 
particular if A is a complete local ring) there xists a dualizing complex over A
(see [3], p. 299, or [9]). Let H,,,$(o) denote the i-th derived local cohomology 
functor and ai = Ann Hmi(A). 
PROPOSITION 1. If A has a dualizing complex D. then ai = Ann Hi(D.). 
The proof is an easy consequence of the local duality heorem (see [3], p. 278). 
Further weuse Theorem 1 from [7]. 
THEOREM (P. Roberts). Let A be a local ring with dualizing complex D. and 
I+: O-+FO+ ... -+ F” --+ 0a complex of finitely generatedfree A-modules such that 
Hi(F*) is of Jinite length for all i. Then a, ... ai annihilates Hi(FS) for i = 0, 
1 ,..., dim A. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF DUALIZING COMPLEXES 
In the following let A be a local ring with dim A = n admitting a dualizing 
complex D. . 
PROPOSITION 2. For every prime ideal p E Spec A and all iE Z we have 
where D,. denotes the dualizing complex of A,. 
Proof. If we localize th dualizing complex D. at p we get the dualizing 
complex for A, (see [3], p. 259, or [9]). S ince (Di)p = 0 for all 0 < i < dim A/p 
we get he normalized dualizing complex D,. for A, by shifting dimA/p places 
to the right. Localization is an exact functor and the proposition follows. 
COROLLARY. (1) For i = 0, l,..., n we have dim Ala, < i. 
(2) If HbAD(AP) # 0 then HzdimAlp(A) # 0. 
Proof. (1) With Proposition 1 we have ai = Ann Hi(D.). If p E Ass A/a, 
with dim A/p > i we have pE Supp Hi(D.). Proposition 2 yields 0 # (Hi(D.)), z 
Hi-dima,p(Dp*), a contradiction. (2) isa consequence of Proposition 2 bythe 
local duality heorem. 
For similar statements to (1) of the Corollary compare [7] and [8]. If 2 is a set 
of prime ideals ofA, we will denote by Zi those primes in 2 which are of dimen- 
sion i. 
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THEOREM 1. For i = 0, l,..., It wehuwe 
(Ass H@.))i = (Ass A/a,), = (Ass A)i . 
Proof. First of all we remark that 
(Supp H@.))i = (Ass Hi(D.))i = (Ass A/a& for i = 0, l,..., n 
because Hi(I).) isfinitely generated with ai = Ann H,(D.) and dim A/a, < i. 
Now if p E (Supp Hi(D.))i, then 0 # (H,(D.)), z Ha(&), and so, by local 
duality, HiA (A,,) # 0; hence pA, E AssAP and so p E (AssA)~ . Thus 
(Supp H@.$ C (Ass A)i , and the reverse inclusion ca be proved similarly. 
Theorem 1 is the extension of aparticular case of Proposition 6.6(5) from [2] 
to i = 0, I,..., n and is somewhat stronger than a particular case of Lemma 6 
from [8]. Also it shows dim A/a, = n. 
3. AMIABLE SYSTEMS OF PARAMETERS 
We remark that x1 ,..., X, EA is called a system of parameters for the local 
ring A if n = dim A and Rad(x, ..., x,)A = m. 
DEFINITION. We call a system of parameters x1 ,..., x, for A amiable ifthere 
is an element c which is not nilpotent a dannihilates th  modules 
((xlt ,..., x:-&A : (x:) /(xIt ,..., x;+~)A c*> 
for K = 1, 2,..., 12 and all integers t > 1. The local ring A is called amiable if
there is an element c which is not nilpotent a dmakes every system of parameters 
for A amiable. 
The definition of amiable systems ofparameters wa given by M. Hochster in
[4] and [5]. He demonstrated heamiability of s stems ofparameters forcertain 
local rings in order to construct big Cohen-Macaulay modules for local rings 
with prime characteristic. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a local ring admitting a dualizing complex. Then A is 
amiable. More precisely, theideal a := a,, . .. a,-, annihilates allthe modules (c) 
for every system of parameters, 
Proof. Let x = {x1 ,..., x,} be an arbitrary system of parameters forA and 
x’ = {x1 ,...) x,-~). We consider the Koszul complex KO(x; A) of x in A 
O+FO-+ ..a -+F”+ 0 with Fi N IC(x; A) E A(:). -
Since xannihilates ll the cohomology modules of Fe, Hi(x; A) is of finite length 
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for all i= 0, l,..., n  Roberts’ theorem yields aW(x; A) = 0 for i= 0, l,..., n - 1. 
Now we have the following exact sequence 
0 -+ EFyx’; A)/x,W”-2(x’; A) -+ ZP-1(x’, x,t;A)-+ (x’A: x,t)/x’A -+ 0 
for all t> 1. Therefore a annihilates lsothe left and the right module in this 
short exact sequence. If t= 1 we see that aannihilates th  modules (*) for the 
case k = n. Further we have 
aHn-2(x’; A) c n XnvP2(X’; A) = 0, 
t>,1 
so that aannihilates HRp2(x’; A)for an arbitrary system of parameters x. 
Replacing x,x’, and n by x’, x” = (x1 ,..., xne2}, and n - 1 we see that a
annihilates th  modules (*) for k = n - 1 and Hn-s(x”; A)by using the above 
short exact sequence. Repeating this argument it follows that he ideal a anni- 
hilates all the modules ((x1 ,..., x&A: xk)/(xl ,..., ++.,)A for K = I,..., n  
By the Corollary toProposition 2 we have dim A/a, < i and therefore 
dim A/a < n - 1, i.e. a is not a nilpotent ideal. 
In the next proposition we consider the product of all the annihilators ai . 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be an arbitrary local ring. Then a,, a** a, = (0). 
Proof. If A has a dualizing complex then we can see as in the proof of 
Theorem 2 that a, ..* anH”(xt; A) = 0, where x = {x1 ,..., xn}is a system of 
parameters of A and xt = {ark,..., x,~}. Since Hn(xt; A) E A/xtA this means 
a0 ..’ a, C n xtA = 0. 
t>1 
For an arbitrary local ring A let A denote the completion. H,,,i(A) isan 
artinian A-module and has a natural A-module structure such that H,,,“(A) E 
H;;l”(A) forall i. Therefore w have aiA c Ann H&i(A) =: ba . Now A has a 
dualizing complex and we get 
a0 .*. a, = (a, ...a.,)AnACb,.+.b,nA=(O). 
Let m denote the intersection of the annihilators of 
((xl ,-.., x&A: +J/(x~ ,..., +-1)A for k = 1, 2,..., n 
and all systems of parameters x1 ,..., X, of A. If A has a dualizing complex 
Theorem 2yields a,.a* a,-r C tn. But something more is true. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A be an arbitrary local ring. Then 
a0 . ..a._,Cn,Caon...naa,_,. 
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Proof. If A has a dualizing complex the first inclusion s true. Asbefore w get 
the assertion f ran arbitrary local ring A by passing tothe completion A. For 
the proof of the second inclusion we show &&,,~(A) = 0 for i= O,..., n - 1 by 
induction n = dim A using amodification of the proof of Lemma 3 from 
[IO]. For R = 1 we have Z&O(A) = 0, : ntt for sufficiently largetand therefore 
IDH,O(A) C m(0, : art) = 0 for each parameter x1. Let 12 > 1 and A’ = 
A/H,,,O(A). Now we can choose a parameter X, such that X, is A’-regular. For all 
t >, 1 the short exact sequence 
0 - A’ 2 A’ - A’/x,tA’ - 0 
yields anexact sequence 
for i>, 0. Therefore w have pimorphisms 
H,yA’/xl”A’) + 0 H;n+‘U’) : x1t (**) 
for each i3 0 and t > 1. Since dim(H,,,s(A), x,tA)/x,tA = 0, the short exact 
sequence 0 -+ (I&O(A), xllA)/xItA -+ A/xItA + A’/xItA’ -+0 induces an 
epimorphism H,,,O(A/xItA) + H,,,O(A’/x,tA’) and foreach i3 1 isomorphisms 
H,,,‘(A/x,tA) s H,i(A’/xItA’). Now m is contained in the intersection of allthe 
annihilators of ((xa ,..., xk...r) A/xItA :xk)/(x2 ,..., xk-J A/xItA for k = 3 ,..., n 
and of Oalz,tA : xa , where x2 ,..., x, is an arbitrary system of parameters of 
A/x,$A. Since dim A/x,44 = dim A - 1 we have by the induction hypothesis 
wH,~(A’/x~~A’) = IS,,,~(A/X,~A) = 0 for i= O,..., n - 2. By the epimorphisms 
(**) we get 
noHr(A’) = LU UtaI (OH;ya,) : Xl”) = ut>l w(oH~(Ay :Xl”) = 0 
for each i = O,..., 12 - 2. Since dim &,0(A) = 0, the short exact sequence 
0 -+ &O(A) -+ A -+ A’ -+ 0 yields &i(A) g H,,,i(A’) for each i2 1; and 
therefore we have IIS,,,~(A) = 0 for i= I,..., n - 1. On the other hand 
for sufficiently large t. 
UIH,~(A) C ~$0, : x1”) = 0 
In the following we give an interpretation of V(a). For this let 2 denote the 
union of Supp((x, ,..., x&A : x,/(x1 ,..., x&A) for all k = 1, 2 ,..., n and all 
systems ofparameters {x1,..., xn>of A. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a local ring admitting a dualiziw complex. Then 
2 = V(a) = {n E Spec A 1 depth A, + dim A/p < n], 
where a = a, ... a,-, .
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Proof. We first prove the second equality. p E V(a) = V(a,) u -9. u V(a,-,) 
holds if and only if 0 # (Hi(D.)), E Hi-aima,p(DP.) for some i with 0 < i < n 
by Proposition 2. I view of local duality his is equivalent to H$y/?‘(Ap) # 0 
and to depth A, < n - dim A/p since i < n. 
Because aC Ann((x, ,..., x,-,)A : xJ(~i ,..., xk-J) for Iz = 1, 2 ,..., n and all 
systems ofparameters of A we get 2 C V(a). N ow let pbe a minimal prime ideal 
with respect tothe property depth A, + dim A/p < n. If p is also aminimal 
prime ideal of Spec A we have p E Ass A and dim A/p < n. Therefore w can 
take aparameter x Ep for A and get 
p E Ass(0, : X) and p E 2. 
If p is not a minimal prime in Spec A there is P E Spec A with PC p and 
depth A, + dim A/P = n. Because A has a dualizing complex A is catenary 
(see [2], p. 283). Th us we have dim A/P = dim A/p + dim A,/PA, and 
dim A, + dim A/p 3 dim A, + dim A/P = n. This means dim A, + 
dim A/p = n and A, is not a Cohen-Macaulay ring. 
We take now a part of a system of parameters x = {x1 ,..., x,}with xi E p for 
i = 1, 2,..., Y and r maximal with this property. Then p E Ass A/xA with 
dim A/p = dim A/xA = n - Y, because otherwise w would get a contra- 
diction tothe maximality of Y. Therefore we have dim A, = r and {x,/l,..., x,/l}
forms a system of parameters forA, . Since A, is not a Cohen-Macaulay ring 
there is an i, 0 < i < r, such that pA, E Ass Ap/(xl ,..., xi)Ap and therefore 
p E Ass A/(x, ..., x,)A. Because xi+r Ep we get 
P E As+, ,..., ~$4 : x,.+&l ,..., 44, 
i.e., p E2. 
If A in Theorem 3is in addition equidimensional thendim A, + dim A/p = 
dim A for all pE Spec A and 2 = Z’(a) isequal to the non-Cohen-Macaulay 
locus of Spec A. For a local ring with dualizing complex one can show by 
similar calculations as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 3that he non- 
Cohen-Macaulay locus of Spec A is equal to 
n-1 n-i 
U U VW n Vai+J). 
See [8] for further information. 
EXAMPLE. Let R be a twodimensional local domain such that he zero-ideal 
in the completion & has an embedded prime ideal P.Such local rings exist; see 
the examples in[l] and [6], Example 2on p. 203. 
PROPOSITION 5. For the local domain R we have a, = Ann H,l(R) = 0, and 
there is no amiable system of parameters fey R. 
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Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3 we see that a$ C Ann H;l(i?) = br . 
I? has a dualizing complex. Theorem 1 yields that he onedimensional prime P
of Ass i? is associated to 8/b, .Therefore a,= a,A f~ R C P n R = (0) because 
P contracts to (0) in R. 
Let c E R be such that c(xtR :yt/xtR) = 0 f or a system of parameters x = {X, y} 
and all t> 1. Since R is a domain we have H1(xt; I?) s (xtR :yt)/xtR and c 
annihilates Hl(xt; R) for all t> 1. Because l&, H1(xt; R) E H,l(R), where 
the direct limit is taken over the natural maps of Koszul complexes, we get 
cH,,l(R) = 0 and thus c= 0, i.e., there is no amiable system of parameters forR. 
Furthermore Proposition 5 shows that he considered local domains have no 
dualizing complexes. Also the assertion (1)in the Corollary to Proposition 2 a d 
Theorem 3do not hold without any additional assumption on the local ring A. 
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